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Galen in Byzantium
Galen in Byzantium is one of those titles that becomes ever more problematic the more one studies it, for
“Galen” can be understood in a variety of different ways. It can, for example, be taken to mean Galenism,
the way in which the medical doctrines of the great doctor from Pergamum came to dominate the whole field
of medicine in the Byzantine world, almost from its inception. This process was largely complete by the
seventh century. But Galen was also a historical personage, and one can ask what the Byzantines knew, or
rather, thought they knew of him. Here the relevant sources are drawn largely from authors of the sixth to
the twelfth century. Galen was also a writer, and the third section of this paper will look briefly at the fate of
the Galenic Corpus, as a scribal object, from the ninth to the fifteenth century. Finally, I want to consider how
individual medical men reacted to the words and theories of Galen.
Galenism may be defined as the process whereby the theories and prejudices of a second-century doctor
came to dominate the whole world of medicine to such an extent that, in Greek at any rate, the vast majority
of medical texts to survive in full from Antiquity are either by Galen; by followers of Galen; and by authors
of whom he approved, principally Hippocrates and the Hippocratic Corpus. The only exceptions to this universal Galenism are the half dozen or so treatises that became attached to the Galenic Corpus – like the Introduction to Medicine – or filled in major gaps that Galen had left – gynaecology (with Soranos), medical
botany (with Dioskorides) and the classification of diseases (with Aretaeos). Everything else is Galenic, written by him and his favoured authors, and setting out a theory of medicine, based on the four humours, phlegm,
blood, bile, and black bile, and on Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy. What in Galen’s lifetime (129–216/7)
had been a world of vigorous medical debate between vastly different theories had by the sixth century become
uniform. The last recorded Methodist in the Greek world lived in the fourth century, although Methodist
writers favouring a corpuscular theory of the body continued in Latin-speaking N. Africa for at least another
century. Another medical grouping criticised by Galen, the Empiricists, apparently disappears by the end of
the third century; the Pneumatists perhaps a little later. Debates, as we shall see later, centre on interpretations of Galenism, not on alternatives to Galenism.
It is a process already well in train by 350 A.D., at Alexandria, the greatest medical centre of the ancient
world, and elsewhere. Around 60% of the extracts that make up the massive medical encyclopedias of Oribasios, the doctor to the Emperor Julian, are taken from Galen, and the percentage increases in the subsequent
productions of Aetios and Paul of Aegina. In these authors, passages by authors other than Galen are either
dropped or inserted without acknowledgment into sections from Galen, adding to his superiority. By 500, if
not much earlier, learned doctors in Alexandria and Constantinople were lecturing upon Galen, and there had
developed medical courses in the form of a syllabus of Galenic (and to a much lesser extent, Hippocratic)
writings. Proper or formal medicine thus came to be defined as knowledge of certain books, principally those
of Galen. This syllabus, or at least part of it, was taught, in Latin, at Ravenna; and in Syriac, in the intellectual centres of the Middle East, from the mid-6th century onwards. Translated into Arabic in the 9th cent.,
it became the foundation for the medicine of the Arabic world, and subsequently, after a further series of
translations, of the universities of the Western Middle Ages. It came accompanied by the paraphernalia of
education: there were summaries to help students pick out quickly the main points of Galenic books, and
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short practical handbooks of Galenic medicine, in Greek and in Syriac, that revealed succinctly the main
outlines of Galenic therapeutics.
Such aids, it must be admitted, were essential in order to trace a path through the many treatises of the
prolific Pergamene, but they came with a price. Many of the most interesting features of Galen were lost or
downplayed – his emphasis on hands-on experience and on frequent experiment; his willingness to consider
alternatives, even if to reject them; his inconsistencies; his personal reminiscences; and even his enthusiastic
encouragement of others. They were replaced by dogmatism, systematic or systematised statements and conclusions from which there was apparently no appeal.
How and why this came about is not entirely clear. It was undoubtedly necessary to find some way of
comprehending Galen’s ideas – he wrote in all more than 300 treatises, almost 200 on medicine alone, a formidable quantity, but why he gained such authority in the first place needs explanation. One might point to his
great learning, “far more than any man now can have”, lamented a Byzantine professor, and to his near immaculate powers of argument (if one accepted his premises, many of which he claimed were “commonsense”,
then his conclusions followed precisely), and, above all, to his immensely potent rhetoric of certainty. He
preached a medicine that was final: Hippocrates had resolved almost all the problems – he was after all, in
Galen’s eyes, an anatomist, a philosopher, the teacher of Plato, as well as a physician – and the little he had
left unfinished, Galen himself had brought to perfection. Time and again Galen thundered that he had the right
answer, that radical development was unnecessary, if not impossible, and that, if approached with care and
precision, even the most refractory of cases would yield solidity and certainty – and people believed him.
He presented his own career as an exemplar of virtue triumphant, of the local boy from provincial Pergamum, a young genius, who fought off the slings and arrows of his competitors to become the consummate
physician to Roman emperors from Marcus Aurelius in the 160s until Septimius Severus, if not Caracalla,
fifty years later. About his own great wealth, unusual education, and social connections in Rome, let alone
the fact that he was merely one of several imperial physicians at the time, Galen was reticent. What mattered
was his self-presentation, as the infallible, authoritative, and, above all, thoughtful physician.
But of the details of his life, the Byzantines knew relatively little. The entry in the Suda lexicon, written
about 1000, is brief10: Galen, the most distinguished physician, a Pergamene, lived in the reigns of the emperors Marcus, Commodus and Pertinax in Rome. The son of a land-surveyor and architect, Nikon, he wrote
much on medicine and philosophy, besides grammar and rhetoric. Because they are universally famous, I
thought it inappropriate to draw up a list of them here. He died aged seventy.
This entry is not without its merits and it is, at least in part, based on the evidence of Galen himself. In
all likelihood, it derives from a much earlier biography, perhaps the one written at the end of the sixth century by Hesychios of Miletos. The Lives written by Hesychios we know to have been a major source for the
Suda. But there were other stories circulating in Byzantium that gave different dates for the length of Galen’s
life. Learned chronographers, like George Hamartolos, John Tzetzes (d. 1080–1085) and Joel (active after
1204), declared that Galen had lived into the reign of Caracalla, i.e. 211/2–217, a date that is incompatible
with that in the Suda11. It does, however, fit with the tradition in Arabic authors, almost certainly going back
to sixth century Alexandria, if not earlier, that placed Galen’s age at death as 87, i.e. in 216/217. This I have
argued is compatible with data in the Galenic Corpus that puts him alive in 207 or a year later. The Suda’s
error, which confused scholars for centuries, can be easily explained as a hurried miscopying or misunder	
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standing of the statement, found in our Arabic sources, that Galen had spent 70 years of his life as a physician
– after 17 years as a student12.
But historical truth is often less potent than falsehood, and two widely circulated stories may have been
more influential in establishing the Byzantine picture of Galen than any academic biography. The first, again
deriving from a misunderstanding of a Galenic passage, was that Galen had learnt his pharmacology from no
less an expert than Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt, and had been alive in the time of Nero, indeed in the time of
Christ. This story may be connected with another one, circulating in the twelfth century, if not earlier, that
Galen had discussed with Mary Magdalene in Rome Christ’s healing of the man born blind, John, chapter 9,
and had explained to her that such healing was possible because Jesus was well acquainted with the healing
properties of mineral earths13. It would be nice to have Byzantine evidence for the further story, widespread
in the Near East and in W. Europe in the later Middle Ages, that Galen had become a Christian, and had died
on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Twelfth-century travellers in Sicily were shown the tomb of Galen, on the left
of the road from Misilmeri to Palermo, where Galen had stopped off on his journey to find the friends and
acquaintances of Jesus14.
This story of Galen the Christian convert, or at least the acquaintance of early Christians, may have contributed to the tradition that, in certain Balkan churches, sets a portrait of Galen among those sages, like
Plato and Plutarch, who had in some way foretold or acknowledged the coming of Christ15. The tradition
appears in literature in the life of Saint Prokopios, written about 890, where Galen is included among the
“philosophers of the kosmos”, whose arguments have proved the truth of Christianity. Their message was one
and unequivocal. By contrast with the God who made the heavens, all other gods were either created by man,
or had simply been called gods; all alike, were doomed to destruction and decay. Galen had believed in a
single God, just like Aristotle, Plato, Socrates, Scamander and Hermes Trismegistos16.
This appropriation of Galen to Christianity, what I have elsewhere termed depaganisation, is particularly
marked since Galen’s views on the Jews and Christians were far from complimentary. He approved of their
morality, but despised their logic and belief in miracles. His ideas, as every reader of Eusebios knew, had inspired an early heresy, that of the Theodotos the shoemaker17. True, more than one saint, including Cosmas
and Damian, was familiar with the works of Hippocrates and Galen, and George of Pisidia, in a splendid trope,
could call Christ the true Galen of the soul, but other hagiographers take pains to point to their inadequacy18.
Saint Panteleimon, for example, who had studied the paideia of Asclepius, Hippocrates and Galen, gave it all
up, on discovering that their works were ultimately trivial and of little use19. In recension D of the life of Saint
Euplos, perhaps by Metaphrastes, Kalvisianos the corrector is challenged by the saint to name his gods, so that
he might worship them: Kalvisianos’ response is surprising – Zeus, Asclepius, Artemis, – and Galen20.
The word used for worship in this passage, proskynein, is the same used by Eusebios when describing
the attitude of the heretic Theodotos to Galen in the early 3rd century. Given the magnitude of Galen’s
achievement, such awe and wonder is not surprising. The range of his interests and writings is enormous,
from logic to anatomy, from studies of the language of Aristophanes and the comic poets to physiology, from
expositions of the Hippocratic Epidemics to massive tomes on pharmacology, from ethics to slimming, from
clinical observation to scientific demonstration, from vivisection of animals to the properties of foodstuffs21.
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Within these treatises, some of them a mere handful of pages long, others taking up over five hundred
pages in the standard edition, Galen found time to offer his thoughts on almost every conceivable topic, from
the fighting habits of the mongoose to Swiss yoghurt. The longwindedness of Galen was a constant complaint, from doctors and philosophers alike: Galen should have known how to wear the bridle, complained
one rhetorician22. Famously, Galen does not figure personally in the satire Timarion, because he is away
scribbling, adding yet more information to an ever-growing (and never-finished) supplementary volume on
fevers23.
But how much of Galen’s writings did the Byzantines know? Certainly, by 500 at the latest, all traces of
his philological writings had disappeared, save for his Hippocratic glossary, and much of his philosophical
and scientific output was in danger. Marinos of Sichem in the early sixth century is, I think, the last Greek
philosopher to have a detailed acquaintance with Galen’s Platonic summaries, although they survived to be
translated into Arabic in the late 9th century by Hunain ibn Ishaq24. Hunain’s celebrated Risala (Missive),
detailing the Arabic and Syriac translations of Galen, and his second letter on the works of Galen left out of
his autobibliography, give us a remarkable snapshot of what survived in Greek around 85025. From a comparison with what can be read in Greek today it is easy to see that what was then available of Galen’s
strictly medical writings has remained largely intact. Major exceptions are the second half of his big book on
anatomy, On anatomical procedures (available in Arabic) and his work On the eye26. His own summary of
his Method of healing, lost in Greek, will be published very soon for the first time, again from Hunain’s
Arabic27. Several of his Hippocratic Commentaries, notably those on the Oath, Airs, waters, and places, and
the Epidemics, were lost in Greek and remain only or for the most part in Arabic translation28. But large
chunks of his philosophical and scientific writings, which were already difficult for Hunain to acquire, have
now disappeared totally or almost totally in Greek, and many of them have yet to be found in Arabic or
other oriental versions. Major losses include the big book On scientific demonstration; and his Platonic summaries and commentaries29.
Hunain’s comments on the difficulty with which he obtained copies of many of these philosophical works
of Galen suggest that most of these would have been lost in Greek by 1000, rather than in the crusader sack
of Constantinople. 1453, however, may have been more damaging to Galen’s legacy, for several of the minor
works of Galen that had been translated into Latin by Niccolò da Reggio in the first half of the fourteenth
century no longer survive in Greek, or, like the recently (re)discovered On movements hard to explain, only
in a fragmentary form30. Niccolò, a doctor, diplomat and translator at the Angevin court of Naples, relied on
manuscripts available to him in S. Italy or in Constantinople, although precise details of where he obtained
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them are not forthcoming31. Certain of the choice texts he turned into precise Latin were alluded to in the
twelfth century in Michael Italos’ funeral oration on the doctor Michael Pantechnes, as Aimilios Mavroudis
has recently demonstrated32. But texts like On the parts of medicine and On antecedent causes were scarcely
the everyday reading of the average doctor, in the West as much as in Byzantium. One Latin manuscript of
Niccolo’s versions was discovered through its awful smell as it rotted away on top of a cupboard in a German
library33. One can hardly blame the Byzantine doctor from shying away from the bulk, and the enormous
expense, of a total Galen – after all, even today, few medical historians or classicists have read Galen from
cover to cover, and still fewer have done it twice. Byzantine doctors restricted themselves to the main outlines
of the old syllabus, or to summaries and abridgments, like that in Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale fonds grec
2332, which presented some unfamiliar treatises as a series of extracts in sequence34. Anything beyond that
was a mark of the truly learned.
This restriction of Galen in the middle years of Byzantium largely to his medical writings, and a relatively small selection of those, means that Byzantine Galenism has a very different stamp from that in Islam,
or in the Late Medieval West, influenced by Avicenna, Averroes and the like. There is little understanding of
Galen as an independent philosophical thinker of stature. A few Aristotelian commentators repeat their disdain
for his refusal to pronounce on the eternity of the world, but there is not the detailed engagement with Galen’s
philosophical position as we find in Rhazes, Avicenna, and Maimonides35. The sixth-century theologian Isidore of Pelusium’s refutation of Galen’s views on the soul is a rarity, not least in its acuity36.
Similarly, as far as medicine was concerned, Byzantine doctors rarely challenged, modified or questioned
their Galenic legacy to any great extent. There are no Byzantine doubts on Galen, save for Simeon Seth (who
was probably imitating Arabic authors), no debates on the proper use of Galenic material from less familiar
works, such as we find between Ibn Ridwan and Ibn Butlan37. There are few, if any, disputes in Middle and
Late Byzantium parallel to that mentioned by Alexander of Tralles in the 6th century between himself, a
thinking Galenist, and his rigorist opponent, unwilling to go beyond the words of Galen even if the patient
died38. One looks in vain for any evidence of systematic anatomy – and, pace Browning, Bliquez, and Kazhdan, for almost any anatomy at all39. One cannot write a history of the vivifying impact on Byzantine medicine of the discovery or rediscovery of Galenic texts as Luis Garcia Ballester and Nancy Siraisi have done
for Western Europe40. At best the Byzantine Galen remains an unchallenged substrate, to which new therapies
can be added, along with their traditional Galenic explanations.
But to seek for Galenic revivals in Byzantine medicine is to ask the wrong question. For the Byzantines
Galen was always there, something familiar, and for that reason unlikely to have the challenging force that
he had when arriving afresh in translated form to extend or refine existing knowledge. But how widespread
that knowledge of Galen’s writings was and the extent to which it influenced medical practice in general are
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still questions in need of much more research. One would like to know, for example, if it was only elite doctors in Constantinople who had access to or who read manuscripts of Galen beyond the standard syllabus.
The recent discovery of a fragment of Galen’s Commentary on the Hippocratic Aphorisms copied in Syria
(Damascus ?) perhaps as late as the fifteenth century serves as a warning against assuming a metropolitan
monopoly of Galenic manuscripts41.
Such a re-evaluation of Byzantine Galenism would be a major task, yet there are several indications that
the attempt would be likely to bring forth fruit. Firstly, a variety of references suggest that a knowledge of
Galen was not confined to medical men. Germanos of Constantinople, around 700, can quote from Galen’s
On sects in his On predestined terms of life42. Four hundred years later Theophylaktos of Ochrid, around
1088–1089, asked his friend Nikolaos Kallikles for the loan or a copy of a book of Galen, perhaps On the
opinions of Hippocrates and Plato. His request was answered, and we have Theophylakt’s poem of thanks to
prove it43. His contemporary, John Merkuropoulos of Jerusalem, patriarch of Jerusalem, cited Galen to the
effect that the sting of pain was not removed until a cut has been made airtight44. Psellos could quote Galen
on sensation, as well as alluding to his praise of a naturally large head45. Far more needs to be done by By
zantinists to evaluate the extent of this non-medical interest in Galen.
Secondly, the researches of Carlos Larrain in the Escorial library have brought to light fragments, some
substantial, of unusual works by or attributed to Galen included among theological miscellanies, perhaps
copied for theological purposes, perhaps casually bound together46. Paul Moraux’s publication of some Galenic scholia has also shown how an unknown author could use a wide knowledge of Galen to interpret some
basic Galenic texts47. A survey of the manuscript context of the various treatises within the Galenic Corpus
would lead to some interesting results.
Finally, the more we know about unfamiliar Byzantine medical and theological authors and practitioners,
the more extensive the influence of Galen and Galenism may be seen. The French palaeographer and By
zantinist Brigitte Mondrain has recently surveyed the manuscripts associated with Demetrios Angelos, teacher and doctor at the Kral hospital in the first half of the fifteenth century48. Not only did Demetrios own and
commission manuscripts, but he also commented extensively in their margins on Galen’s theories and observations, comparing them with his own experiences in practice. We have here a rare opportunity to penetrate
into the working practices of a Byzantine Galenist, of some stature and intelligence, and to see his engagement with his great predecessor. Western medievalists and Renaissance scholars have long been familiar with
this methodology, but, to my knowledge, little has been done for Byzantium49.
These exhortations may not compel scholars to leave their desks and descend on the shelves of Athens,
Athos, or even the rue de Richelieu in search of another Demetrios. Rather, they serve as a warning that this
brief sketch of the vicissitudes of Galen in Byzantium, and particularly its last section, is no more than a
provisional survey, as much the result of this author’s ignorance as of his understanding. The proper history
of the afterlife and influence of Galen of Pergamum in the Byzantine period, and particularly from the tenth
century onwards, still remains to be written. But that is a challenge, not a complaint.
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